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BACKGROUND QUESTIONS (to ask through email ahead of time or at the beginning of the
interview)
1. What is your current job title?
President
RMM Technical Services, Inc.
3319 Eastside Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45208
2. For how many years have you worked in your job?
The company was founded in September 1982
3. What formal training have you had in systems analysis?
Ph.D., Water Resource Systems Analysis, MIT, September 1968
MS in Civil Engineering, Hydraulics, MIT, September 1964
BS in Civil Engineering, MIT, June 1963
4. If your professional activities have included systems analysis, for how many years have
you performed these activities?
Since October, 1968
QUESTIONS ABOUT USE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ON THE JOB

5. Describe your job. What is/are your roles/activities in your job?
RMM Technical Services is basically me (my wife keeps the books), providing consulting
services primarily in fields related to water resources. My role is everything from doing basic
work to marketing. My primary ultimate client for the last 35 years has been the US Army
Corps of Engineers, but I have also done work for US EPA, water supply utilities, and other
consulting firms. I write software, develop databases, write reports, and do data analysis and
GIS work.
6. What work projects have used systems analysis techniques to identify/evaluate/select a
design or decision alternative?
I have built (or participated in building) tools used by the US Army Corps of Engineers in
screening and selection of project alternatives for hydropower, navigation, flood protection,
and coastal protection studies. I have also worked on various aspects of water distribution
systems analysis over the years, and on development of riverine emergency spill response
systems.
7. What systems analysis techniques, software, and/or tools were used?
Primarily Monte Carlo simulation, using custom written software. Also development of data
repositories using relational and spatial databases, and GIS/spatial analysis work.
8. Have any projects coupled optimization algorithms with external simulation models,
simulated system equations within the optimization framework, or used an optimization
algorithm available within a simulation model? If yes, what kinds of simplifications were
required in the solution approach?
I don’t work much with optimization these days, have done a little bit, but not coupled with
simulation.
9. What uncertainty analyses have been used to evaluate designs or decision alternatives? If
yes, what assumptions were required? What difficulties (if any) were there in
communicating results of the uncertainty analysis to decision-makers?
All of the Monte Carlo work I do has been related to probabilistic life cycle analysis
modeling. Users have to make a variety of assumptions about the distributions for input
variables. It is indeed difficult to communicate results of uncertainty analysis to decision
makers. I wrote a report for the Corps precisely on that subject:
http://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/Portals/70/docs/iwrreports/02r4bey_exp_val.pdf
I also spend a fair amount of time on visualization techniques for communication.
10. Have projects applied multi-objective decision methods to select a final design or decision
alternative? If yes, how was a preferred alternative selected from a set of tradeoffs?

I participated in the design and development of multi-criterion methods for a widely used
assessment tool used by the Corps, IWR-Plan:
http://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/Missions/Economics/IWRPlanningSuite.aspx)
A variety of weighting techniques have been used, including directing assignment of weights,
and the Promethee outranking technique. A recent enhancement adds risk through Monte
Carlo simulation, with metrics to determine how close a particular alternative is to the
efficient frontier.
USE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS IN THE PROFESSION
11. What role should systems analysis play in professional practice? How can the profession
more effectively use systems analysis in the future?
I consider this to be too broad a question. In my world, lots of practitioners are using
‘systems analysis’ tools every day.
a. What encourages or limits the use of systems analysis in the water
resources engineering profession?
I don’t see a lot of limits, but then I don’t work in a large firm. My
understanding from talking to others is that it is difficult to find people with a
modeling mentality, and also that people with the particular set of skills for
this work are also much in demand in other more lucrative arenas. I also see,
from young people in the profession, less patience and willingness to do the
basic grunt work needed to explore data, check model outputs for basic
reasonableness, and get deep understanding of problems before applying tools
that may or may not be appropriate (grumble, grumble….)
12. What systems analysis skills and techniques should universities teach to prepare new
practitioners to successfully join the profession?
Statistics
Quantitative Analysis
Data base management
Data Visualization
Communications (basic ability to read, write, listen, present)
Spatial data analysis techniques (not the same as GIS)
GIS skills
Modeling (how to use models in general, how to think like a modeler, how to develop new
models)
Rapid prototyping techniques – R Statistics, Python, Matlab
Object oriented programming, preferably a modern language (c#)
Simulation
Optimization
Humility
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13.

Can you recommend a colleague we should also interview? What is their contact info?
Would you be willing to put us in contact with them?

Presumably you have already been in contact with David Ford (consultant) and also the various
folks at the Hydrologic Engineering Center. If not, let me know, I will provide contact info.
Dr. Sudhir Kshirsagar, Global Quality Corp, sudhir@gqc.com
Other topics discussed in the interview:
•

“Fight” the power of ESRI in the GIS environment with alternative GIS platforms.

•

Strong academic background in Operations Research during the 60s, but has not seen too
many applications of optimization in the field of water resources, with exception of
academia, and power generation (reservoir optimization)

•

Practitioners are mostly tool users. There is a lack of better understanding of what tools
fits best the problems.

•

After his PhD Dr. Males was offered an academic position to teach, but he felt concerned
to teach topics he has not practical experience, and that was why he decided to go work in
the consultancy environment.

•

If he would go back to academia and teach systems analysis he would present real world
problems (local) and help student to understand the problem, how to organize data, which
types of tools are better fit to solve the problem, invite experts in the field to come to talk
to students.

•

The industry requires professionals with some technological knowledge but most
importantly critical thinkers.

•

Critical of MatLab, it’s an inadequate language. Big “fan” of python.

•

Decision making is a power and political process. It’s worth talking about the role of
stakeholders in Systems Analysis classes. The education of stakeholders is a real issue,
because it directly impacts the outcomes.

